BACKGROUND {#s1}
==========

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths in Japan, with 45 927 men and 17 307 women dying from lung cancer in 2006. To date, increase in the incidence rates of lung adenocarcinoma (ADC) and decrease in the incidence rates of squamous cell carcinoma (SQCC) and small cell carcinoma (SMCC) have been reported in Japan ([@HYN072C1],[@HYN072C2]). The same trend has been reported in Western countries also ([@HYN072C3]--[@HYN072C5]). Some previous studies reported that there was a trough of lung cancer incidence or mortality in Japanese male 1935--39 birth-cohorts because of the limited cigarette supply just after World War II ([@HYN072C6]--[@HYN072C10]). Soda et al. ([@HYN072C7]) reported the birth-cohort analysis by histological type using Nagasaki Cancer Registry in 2000. However, this study was based on the small number of registered lung cancer cases and excluded the cases without histological diagnoses.

In the present study, we updated the recent trends in lung cancer incidence by histological type and tried to clarify their characteristics by birth-cohort, using the data from Osaka Cancer Registry (OCR) with the large number of lung cancer incidence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s2}
=====================

OCR, which started in 1962, is the population-based cancer registry covering Osaka prefecture (population: 8.8 million, 2005 census). Using OCR data on lung cancer incidence (International Classification of Diseases 10th revision C33--C34) diagnosed between 1975 and 2003, we calculated the number of lung cancer incidence per year, age-adjusted rates and age-specific rates by birth-cohort according to histological type.

Histological types were categorized into three major types: ADC (ICD-O: 8140, 8141, 8200, 8211, 8250, 8251, 8260, 8310, 8323, 8440, 8470, 8480, 8481 and 8490), SQCC (ICD-O: 8050, 8052 and 8070--8076), SMCC (ICD-O: 8041--8045) and the others.

Incident years are divided into 5-year periods: 1975--78, 1979--83, 1989--93, 1994--98 and 1999--2003. Birth years were also divided into 5-year periods. The population data by age group in Osaka prefecture were obtained from the data of Population Census. For age-standardization, the Japanese model population in 1985 was used.

The data from OCR included the cases without specific histological diagnosis: a maximum of 60.4% in 1975--78 and a minimum of 31.4% in 1994--98. Based on the assumption that distributions of histological types in the same sex and age group were the same between those with and without a specific histological type, we compensated for the proportion of cases without a specific histological type. The detailed procedure was followed to the previous study ([@HYN072C1]); first, the sex-, age (5-year)- and incident year (or birth-cohort)-specific numbers of incidence were calculated for all histological types including the cases without histological diagnosis. Second, the sex-, age (10-year)- and incident year (or birth-cohort)-specific proportion of each histological type among the cases with histological diagnosis were calculated for three major histological types. Finally, the sex-, age (5-year)-, incident year (or birth-cohort)-specific number of incidence were multiplied by the corresponding sex-, age- and incident year (or birth-cohort)-specific proportion to approximate the number of incidence by histological type.

RESULTS {#s3}
=======

Table [1](#HYN072TB1){ref-type="table"} shows the trends in the number of lung cancer incidence per year according to histological type. Lung cancer incidence per year for all histological types among men and women increased consistently; from 1086 in 1975--78 to 3487 in 1999--2003 among men and from 395 in 1975--78 to 1482 in 1999--2003 among women. As for histological type, the number of ADC incidence has increased remarkably among men and women. The shift in main histological type among men occurred in the 1990s.

###### 

Trends in the number of lung cancer incidence per year according to histological type

  Histological type              Incident year                                                        
  ------------------------------ --------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------- -------------
  Men                                                                                                 
   Adenocarcinoma (%)            372 (34.2)      510 (35.7)   696 (35.5)   853 (35.8)   1191 (40.2)   1497 (42.9)
   Squamous cell carcinoma (%)   474 (43.6)      582 (40.8)   760 (38.8)   921 (38.6)   1086 (36.6)   1208 (34.7)
   Small cell carcinoma (%)      142 (13.0)      203 (14.2)   315 (16.1)   410 (17.2)   483 (16.3)    543 (15.6)
   Others (%)                    99 (9.1)        132 (9.3)    189 (9.7)    200 (8.4)    204 (6.9)     239 (6.8)
   All histological types (%)    1086 (100)      1428 (100)   1961 (100)   2383 (100)   2964 (100)    3487 (100)
  Women                                                                                               
   Adenocarcinoma (%)            242 (61.2)      328 (60.2)   453 (58.7)   579 (60.3)   792 (64.8)    996 (67.2)
   Squamous cell carcinoma (%)   86 (21.9)       106 (19.5)   163 (21.2)   184 (19.2)   218 (17.9)    241 (16.3)
   Small cell carcinoma (%)      32 (8.0)        73 (13.3)    97 (12.5)    132 (13.7)   152 (12.5)    178 (12.0)
   Others (%)                    35 (8.9)        38 (6.9)     59 (7.6)     65 (6.8)     60 (4.9)      66 (4.4)
   All histological types (%)    395 (100)       545 (100)    772 (100)    961 (100)    1223 (100)    1482 (100)

Table [2](#HYN072TB2){ref-type="table"} shows the trends in the age-adjusted rates according to the histological type. The age-adjusted rates for all histological types peaked in 1994--98 and recently leveled off among men, while those consistently increased among women. The rates for ADC consistently increased among men and women. In contrast, the rates for SQCC and SMCC peaked in 1989--93 among men, and decreased subsequently. Those rates for SQCC and SMCC peaked in 1984--88 and 1989--93, respectively, among women, and decreased subsequently.

###### 

Trends in age-adjusted lung cancer incidence rates per 100 000 person-years according to histological type

  Histological type          Incident year                               
  -------------------------- --------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
  Men                                                                    
   Adenocarcinoma            15.5            18.9   21.7   22.3   26.0   27.2
   Squamous cell carcinoma   20.4            22.2   25.0   25.6   24.8   22.3
   Small cell carcinoma      6.0             7.6    10.1   11.1   10.8   10.0
   All histological types    46.2            53.7   62.9   64.7   66.5   64.3
  Women                                                                  
   Adenocarcinoma            7.9             9.2    10.5   11.3   13.1   13.8
   Squamous cell carcinoma   2.8             3.0    3.8    3.5    3.4    3.1
   Small cell carcinoma      1.0             2.0    2.3    2.5    2.4    2.3
   All histological types    12.9            15.2   17.9   18.6   19.9   20.2

Fig. [1](#HYN072F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the trends in the age-specific lung cancer incidence rates with 95% confidence interval by birth-cohort for all histological types. Among men, there was a trough in rates for all age groups in 1935--39 birth-cohorts, which was consistent with the previous findings ([@HYN072C7],[@HYN072C10]). In the subsequent birth-cohorts, the rates increased for all age groups, but the declining tendency appeared in 1955--59 birth-cohorts. Among women, the trough in rates in 1935--39 birth-cohorts was not confirmed. The rates for aged ≥50 years increased gradually, while it seemed that the rates for aged \<50 years turned to decrease or level off after 1950--54 birth-cohorts: however, these trends were unstable because of the wide confidence intervals due to the small number of incidence.

![Trends in age-group-specific lung cancer incidence rates with 95% confidence interval by birth-cohort for all histological types.](hyn07201){#HYN072F1}

Figs [2](#HYN072F2){ref-type="fig"}[](#HYN072F3){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#HYN072F4){ref-type="fig"} show the trends in the age-specific incidence rates with 95% confidence interval by birth-cohort for ADC, SQCC and SMCC, respectively. The rates for ADC among men increased gradually for all age groups, but the declining tendency appeared in 1955--59 birth-cohorts. Furthermore, it seemed that there was a slight trough in rates in 1935--39 birth-cohorts, as well as findings in all histological types. The trends in ADC among women were almost similar with those in all histological types. The rates for SQCC among men peaked in 1910--14 birth-cohorts and decreased in the subsequent birth-cohorts. The trough in rates during 1935--39 birth-cohorts was not clear for SQCC among men. Trends in the rates for SQCC among women aged ≥65 years were similar with those among men. The trends in aged \<65 years were, however, unclear because of the wide confidence interval. The rates for SMCC among men peaked around 1920s birth-cohorts and turned to slightly decrease or level off in the subsequent birth-cohorts. The rates for SMCC among women were unclear because of the wide confidence interval.

![Trends in age-group-specific incidence rates with 95% confidence interval by birth-cohort for adenocarcinoma.](hyn07202){#HYN072F2}

![Trends in age-group-specific incidence rates with 95% confidence interval by birth-cohort for squamous cell carcinoma.](hyn07203){#HYN072F3}

![Trends in age-group-specific incidence rates with 95% confidence interval by birth-cohort for small cell carcinoma.](hyn07204){#HYN072F4}

DISCUSSION {#s4}
==========

In the present study, we reported the population-based trends in lung cancer incidence including birth-cohort analyses according to histological type using OCR. The number of lung cancer incidence per year increased continuously because of the population aging. The main histological type of lung cancer switched from SQCC to ADC among men in 1990s. The declining trends for SQCC and SMCC continued in the updated present study.

Smoking prevalence by birth-cohort among Japanese men was reported to have two peaks: around the 1925 birth-cohort and around the 1950 birth-cohort ([@HYN072C11]). In addition, there was a trough of smoking prevalence in 1930--40 birth-cohorts because of the limited cigarette supply just after World War II ([@HYN072C11]). In general, the trends in lung cancer incidence or mortality by birth-cohort were parallel to the trends in the smoking prevalence. Our results were consistent with the findings from previous studies, showing that lung cancer mortality and incidence rates among men in 1935--39 birth-cohorts were lower than the subsequent birth-cohorts ([@HYN072C6]--[@HYN072C10]). Since the smoking prevalence among Japanese men was declining after 1950s birth-cohorts, the appearance of declining trends of lung cancer incidence among men in 1955--59 birth-cohorts was an expected result.

Classically, smoking behavior was considered to be more strongly associated with SQCC than with ADC. However, SQCC incidence rates by birth-cohort among men were not parallel to the smoking prevalence by birth-cohort. SQCC incidence rates among men after 1940--44 birth-cohorts leveled off, whereas the smoking prevalence among men after 1940--44 birth-cohorts increased. One reason would be the switching from non-filtered cigarettes to filtered cigarettes. Filtered cigarettes were considered to be associated with peripheral ADC because of the deep inhalation ([@HYN072C3],[@HYN072C12],[@HYN072C13]). According to the information from Japan Tobacco Inc., the switching from non-filtered cigarettes to filtered cigarettes occurred in the 1960s in Japan ([@HYN072C14]). The shift from SQCC to ADC among men in 1990s observed in the present study might have been the result of this shift in cigarette types.

The smoking prevalence by birth-cohort among women is continuously increasing after 1930s birth-cohorts ([@HYN072C11]). However, lung cancer incidence among women in 1950s birth-cohorts, particularly for ADC, seemed to be leveling off or decreasing. Marugame et al. ([@HYN072C15]) also reported the trends in lung cancer mortality by birth-cohort using the National Vital Statistics. In that study, lung cancer mortality trends appeared to be decreasing for female birth-cohorts born after 1960. Although our results were unstable because of the wide confidence intervals, those were not contradictory to this previous study. There is no clear explanation for these findings among younger Japanese women. There would be some factors other than active smoking for lung cancer incidence among them.

The present study has some limitations. First, there may be some missing cases in the OCR. The proportion of death certificate only for lung cancer in OCR was 19.3% in 1998--2002 ([@HYN072C16]). Therefore, lung cancer incidence may be under-estimated as a whole. Secondly, the trends by histological type among young women were unstable because of the small number of incidence; the number of lung cancer incidence among women aged \<50 years per year was ∼80 cases in 2003. Finally, the data from OCR included many lung cancer cases without specific histological diagnoses. We had to use assumption in order to calculate the number of incidence according to histological type. The proportions of lung cancer cases without histological diagnoses for aged \<80 years decreased between 1975--78 and 1999--2003; from 49.7 to 16.4% among aged 40--49 years, from 47.4 to 17.6% among aged 50--59 years, from 55.9 to 22.7% among aged 60--69 years and from 70.8 to 31.6% among aged 70--79 years, respectively. However, those for aged ≥80 years were still high: from 78.9 to 64.1%. Therefore, we require carefulness to interpret the findings, particularly for elderly.

In conclusion, we reported recent trends in lung cancer incidence according to histological type. The increase in ADC incidence and the decrease in SQCC and SMCC incidence were confirmed. The trends in lung cancer incidence among young women in 1950s birth-cohorts, particularly for ADC, were not parallel to the smoking prevalence. We need careful monitoring of the trends in lung cancer incidence, particularly for ADC among young women.
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